
CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS APPLICATION FORM 
 Incomplete applications will not be processed for Commission review.   

Please print legibly. 
 
 

1. HISTORIC NAME OF PROPERTY OR HISTORIC DISTRICT:  (if known)  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
ADDRESS OF PROPERTY:  _________________________________________________________ 
 

 
2. NAME AND ADDRESS OF OWNER: 
 

Name(s): _________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Address: _________________________________________________________________________ 
 
City:  ______________________________   State: ________________   ZIP: _________ 
 
Email:  ___________________________________ 
 
Telephone number (area code & number)  Daytime:                   Evening:
 ___________________________________ 

 
3. APPLICANT, AGENT OR CONTRACTOR:  (if different from owner) 
 

Name(s): _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Address: _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
City: ____________________________    State: ________________  ZIP Code: _____________ 
 
Email:  ___________________________________ 
 
Telephone number (area code & number)  Daytime:    Evening:      _____________ 
 

 
4. ATTACHMENTS:  (Because projects can vary in size and scope, please call the HPC Office

at 414-286- 712 for submittal requirements)
 

A. REQUIRED FOR MAJOR PROJECTS: 
 
____ Photographs of affected areas & all sides of the building (annotated photos recommended) 
 
____ Sketches and Elevation Drawings (1 full size and 1 reduced to 11” x 17” or 8 ½” x 11”) 
             A digital copy of the photos and drawings is also requested.
 
____ Material and Design Specifications (see next page) 
 
B. NEW CONSTRUCTION ALSO REQUIRES: 
 
____ Floor Plans (1 full size and 1 reduced to a maximum of 11” x 17”) 
 
____ Site Plan showing location of project and adjoining structures and fences 
___
___
 PLEASE NOTE: YOUR APPLICATION CANNOT BE PROCESSED UNLESS 

BOTH PAGES OF THIS FORM ARE PROPERLY COMPLETED
                                           AND SIGNED. 

6/22/12

initiator:historicpreservation@milwaukee.gov;wfState:distributed;wfType:email;workflowId:83da9c66223bbe46860e0af31bfd3e8b



. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT:

A.         Tell us what you want to do. Describe all proposed work including materials, design, 
and dimensions. Additional pages may be attached.

_____________________________________________________________ 

. SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT:

______________________________________
Signature

_________________________________ ____________________________ 
Please print or type name Date 

This form and all supporting documentation MUST arrive by 12:00 noon on the deadline date established to be 
considered at the next Historic Preservation Commission Meeting. Any information not provided to staff in 
advance of the meeting will not be considered by the Commission during their deliberation. Please call if you 
have any questions and staff will assist you. 

Hand Deliver or Mail Form to:
Historic Preservation Commission    
City Clerk's Office
200 E. Wells St. Room B-4 
Milwaukee, WI 53202 

PHONE: (414) 2 22  FA : (414) 2 3 4       www.milwa ee.gov/ pc

6/22/12

Or click the SUBMIT button to automatically email this form for submission.

hpc@milwaukee.gov
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	Reset Form: 
	histname: 
	propaddr: 2419 N Wahl Avenue, Milwaukee WI 53211
	ownname: Beth and Greg Myers
	ownaddr: 2419 N Wahl Avenue
	owncity: Milwaukee
	ownstate: WI
	ownzip: 53211
	ownemail: bethmyers100@gmail.com
	owndayphone: 414.839.0696
	ownevephone: 
	appname: 
	appaddr: 
	appcity: 
	appstate: 
	appzip: 
	appemail: 
	appdayphone: 
	appevephone: 
	sketches: 
	photos: x
	mattterial: x
	floorplan: 
	siteplan: 
	existdescr: We recently put a gazebo up in our back yard. Before purchasing it, we checked, and were told that as a landscape item it didn't need to have a special permit. We have now been told that we do have to get a Certificate of Appropriateness, so we are filing for it now.As part of the plan to improve and beautify our back yard (there was previously a big children's play set in the spot occupied by the gazebo, that was a big dirt rectangle when the play set was removed), we installed a bunch of new plants, re-did some of the grass, and put in an area with bluestone pavers, so that we could have a seating area in the back corner. One side is flanked by tall arborvitae, and the other a tall fence that borders with our neighbors to the west. We wanted to have some shade, to make it more usable in the hot wisconsin summers, and also to give us some protection in the evenings from a bright security light that was recently installed just behind us that shines into our yard. We completely understand our neighbors' desire for increased security given the crime that we have experienced, but we also would like to have our back yard be usable by us.The gazebo selection was to fit in with the color and design of the house, including the roof lines. It is made from metal (not plastic), and sits tucked in the back corner of the yard surrounded by the trees and fence from both our neighbors yards to the south and the west. It doesn't block views of our house, or the architectural details of the coach house from people who look into our yard, it would only block their viewing of the sofa and chairs that sit underneath it. I have taken photos of the gazebo, and part of the roof of our coach house so that you can see that it is an attractive addition to the yard, and was done in keeping with the style of the house.We have gone to great lengths to improve our home, and to be respectful of it's historic nature. We, too, value the neighborhood, and do not want to change the home, or do things that would diminish it's beauty or contribution to the neighborhood. In fact, we feel that the house has been a part of Milwaukee longer than we have, and it will continue after us. We recently hosted a charity event where people specifically came to see a historic home that has been lovingly restored. We feel that the gazebo adds beauty and function to our yard. It is a temporary structure that will not alter the house long term and, we would like to be able to use our back yard, and that it meets the right balance of being in keeping with the home, very attractive, respectful to our neighbors, but also allows us to enjoy and use our own yard.Messina Galvanized Steel Roof Sun Shelter with Cupola 10' x 12'143.7" x 118.1" x 115"
	typename: Beth Myers
	date: 7/16/2017
	Button1: 


